EDI Fundamentals and Best Practices Training 2019 Dates
January 29-30, 2019
May 14-15, 2019
September 17-18, 2019
December 3-4, 2019
Classes typically run from 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
Registration Fee: Early – Bird $1,500. Late Registration
$1,800
Advanced EDI Training
Available Online
Registration Fee: $250 Per Session
Training Location In San Diego California
4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 200, San Diego, CA, 92121
EDI training classes are taught by highly-qualified EDI
professionals. All of them have at least 10 years of industry
experience.
The topics covered include:
EDI Fundamentals Training
* History and Origin of EDI
* Major EDI Advances
* How EDI is applied in different industries
* The Business Need for EDI
* Introduction to EDI standards
* EDI Components Overview (Translator, Mapper,Integration)
* EDI Communications – VAN, Internet EDI, AS2, FTP
* Document Tracking and Monitoring Concepts
* EDI Software and Hardware Technology Environment

Get Certified! By completing these
classes, you get an EDI Academy
certification.
Read Our Testimonials We have
hundreds of previous attendees praising
our classes.
Learn how to read raw data and map
from scratch!
Mapping Best Practices….
In this training session you will also learn a lot of
mapping best practices, for example,
connecting elements/segments at the same
hierarchal level is very important. For example,
you will learn to connect header level segments
on the input side to the header level segments
on the output side of a map, you will also learn
how to map detail-to-detail, and summary-to
summary sections.
In this section we will also cover the best
practices of connecting elements/segments with
the same data type. For example, you will learn
how to map from numeric fields to numeric
fields, date-to-date, string-to \-string. The
instructor will illustrate the importance of using
the same data type in both the input and output
section the same map when possible.
In the process of mapping the instructor will
explain that all segments/elements on the input
side of the map will be in the file.

EDI Translation and Business Application Training
* EDI Mapping and Translation Scenarios - EDI to Flat File, CSV, XML
* Common Mapping Barriers
* Business Application Integration
* Strategies for Successful EDI Implementation
* Deciphering Popular EDI Transactions element-by-element:
997, 850, 855, 860, 870 810, 856, 820 (attendees may request more
transaction samples during registration e.g. 210,214,940,944)
* Chargeback Management

Tuition is $1500 for the two-day course. Registrations can be made on-line at
https://ediacademy.com/CourseSchedule.aspx or by calling 877-334-6127.
Sample Snippet From EDI Fundamentals & Best Practices Class

Advanced EDI Training – Available Online All Year Long
The topics covered include:
Section One: Advanced EDI Business Concepts
EDI For E-Commerce:
E-commerce EDI usage is exploding. This workshop will show you how to avoid common pitfalls and master
transactions such as the 855 PO Acknowledgement, 869 Order Status Inquiry, 870 Order Status Report,
and 846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice. Successful e-commerce EDI will help you boost productivity, reduce
errors and improve trading partner relationships.
EDI For Finance:
This workshop will show you how to implement EDI transactions such as the 820 RA/Payment and the 823
Lockbox. Finance EDI can help you improve productivity and reduce costs and errors in your treasury and
accounts receivable departments.
EDI For Inventory:
An inventory management system is incomplete without EDI. Learn best practices for EDI transactions such
as the 846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice, 947 Warehouse Inventory Adjustment Advice, and the 852 Product
Activity Data. This will enable you to provide inventory visibility to your partners and optimize inventory to
meet goals for product availability and ROI.
EDI For Sales:
Studies show that the data input for about one quarter of Business Intelligence and Decision Support comes
from EDI transactions. Learn best practices for implementing the 852 and other EDI-related transactions and
watch your sales department reap the rewards..
EDI For E-Commerce:
E-commerce EDI usage is exploding. This workshop will show you how to avoid common pitfalls and master
transactions such as the 855 PO Acknowledgement, 869 Order Status Inquiry, 870 Order Status Report,
and 846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice. Successful e-commerce EDI will help you boost productivity, reduce
errors and improve trading partner relationships.
EDI For Transportation:
Transportation EDI is very powerful but underutilized. 3PL's, freight carriers, suppliers and retailers can
benefit from learning how to manage transactions such as 110 Air Freight Details and Invoice, 204 Load
Tender, 210 Invoice, 214 Transportation Carrier Ship. This workshop will show you how to use this
information to track shipments and optimize your transportation management system.
Section Two: Advanced EDI Mapping
File Spec Creation:
A file spec is a critical success factor for any EDI project. In this example we will analyze an EDI mapping
specs for three EDI transactions.
Loops and Nested Loops::
In this section we’ll cover loops and nested loops. In addition we will discuss the HL segment (hierarchy
level). We’ll explain how to structure and set the same maximum usage (loops) on the input and output side
of the map.
XML Mapping:
In this segment of the Advanced EDI mapping class we will conduct XML-EDI and EDI-XML mapping..

